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ABSTRACT

Photographic examination of the bubbles occurlug in

Local Boiling Heat Transfer experiments has led to the con-

clusion that for distilled, degassed water and a stainless

steel surface, the bubbles prefer one particular siae, -2.86

nils diameter. A model or mechanism for vapor formation is

introduced and It is shown that this model supports the ob-

served leno of s preferred bubble size. Use is made of

the result of the analysis as a condition for boiling, mid a

ssible explanation of the burnout process.

Thesis Supervisors Warren , >hsenow
Associate Professor
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John A. Clark
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1* Introduction

For some years now there have been considerable efforts

made to take advantage of a heat transfer process known as

Local Boiling Haat Transfer * It is characterized by a large

difference in temperature between the heated surface and the

bulk of th© fluid* In general, the tempersturs of the fluid is

well below the saturation temperature for the fluid pressure

while the heated surface is a few degrees above the saturation

temperature* The boiling is confined to the vicinity of the

surface* The bubbles that do form condense in the cooler bulk

fluid and thare is not net vapor gene ration* —as8 can

immensely increase the heat transfer rate without buj appre-

ciable increase in temperature difference between he? ted sur-

face and bulk fluid.

In the course of some experimental investigations to de-

termine density variations due to local boiling, torn* several

thousand pictures were made of the vapor bubbles formed on the

nested surfaces, under a wide range of conditions* At oonslder-

ai.le effort, the bubbles on many of these pictures were counted

and classified as to size*

Tha object of this paper Is to examine these »bubbl© counts 1

to obtain some further understanding of 'Local Boiling Res*

Transfer 1 *

- 1 -
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2* Presentation of 'bubble count* data.
» i i n llli Ill i II II II IIUK l

l II 'I
I

I II *

*• Som***
,

oi* data *

As described in reference (H-l), - lenry, In 1953*

was able to photo filing on an electrically heated surface

over til tail distilled, degassed water was flowing at v - ia com-

binati >ssurez - (500, 1000, 1500 psia) ~, velocities *

(20, 30 ft. por second) -, subcoolin-H - (Q°- 150° F) -, and

rates o t transfer - (approximately 10 - $Q$> i ;.r

burnout). The flow channel was a square section .; .chea on

a aide. The water flowed vertically upw .s channel.

The nested surface was of stainless steel and 3»00 inches long

and 3/8 inch wide. These '.itIons resulted In fully developed

turbulent flow in the region of tots » The boiling I oc-

curred was observed to be confined to a layer next to the heated

atrip. Bubbles were observed to fom on the surface and to col-

lapse without apparently moving frorc the surface- This type of

boiling is called f local boiling 1 and is characteristic of boil-

ing under conditions of highly turbulent flow of subcooled water

over heated surfaces*

A U by 5> Inch laboratory at ill camera was focused on the

heater strip in conjunction with a ingle flash light source

whose period of llliaalaatloB was it 2 microseconds*

A i it* description, of the apparatus used and the experi-

mental techniques employed Is given in references (H-l). Refer-

ences (H-l) and (M-2) made further use of the apparatus and re-

fined the techniques used in (H-l). Since in this paper little

exact use is made of any data, it is believed unnecessary to re-

m 2 -
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Ue experimental procedures in detail*

For a particular set of variables* system pressure, bulk

taftper^tura, velocity, lux & .7, ten pictures were

taken* Fixer of these ten were selected as representative 1

analysed. To reduce the time for analyst cturoa, only

a aaall I of the heater at ' seat 11 strea-n end wea

used. Ska lis* of this section v*s 1/2 inch in length by 1/2

inch In width. Gauge sasS lei were used to &n

mine the pict --:ifieation fa

lad an

tan as *r

was measured to the nearest 0.01 .1 remain

ware grouped picture sis* of C •«

.•bl* were determined fr

the sntgnlflc factor (a-proximately 5), and faettv to

account £0 relation between apparent bubble alze snd true

bubble size ( -^ntally determines 1 %)* Thin

worked out In reference (H-l) and corrected in reference (M-l).

;h measurements asda to tha nearest 0*01 inch, a magnification

factor If 5 1 ;or of *Q3k* At Is rent

the resolution in determining the actual size of the bu la

of the order o£ 2.' Is*

The results are t vied J .ushers o£

bias at eaeJ .bble sise for t trtleuler tondltlons In force.

Several r Iwe safca oX* data from append va

bar- (1). DM of the four pictures that was

used to obtain each set of date is shown in figures (2) through {?)•
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The pictures appear to Iderable variation** in

siz,e> ubbles wit os III pi velocity,

subco

curves of (X) show alalia? '•ees o£ variation.

ever, strik *e curvea ia 1

all tond i-j oaak a1 . mils diameter* All of the data

in ap, .< I has been plotted m.. diaaeter at

peak occur--, a i La Is presented in Table I,

toft

that tho resolution used in mar- .a dla:natar was about

mils, it appear! that, for the exr -ntal cases investi-

gated, the inajority of bubbles at any in. are roxi«-

atata rango or 2.1 to 3,6 mils diameter.

reference (0-1), Gunther r.ade a photographic study of

boiling under forced convection coalitions at various flow rates,

degrees of aubeooling, hast fluxes, but at essentially atmos-

pheric pressure. He concluded that bubble slse increased with

decreaaing velocity, with decreasing aubeooiing, and moderately

increased decreasing heat transfer rate. His conclusions

were made on the measurement of relatively few bubbles. His

conclusions do not appear to be born® out by the more exhaus-

tive measurements presented in this paper.

Gunther, in the same paper (0-1), provided several ha

of bubble sixe as a function of tinie. A curve of 3ral

shape of Panther*fl is given in figure (-8). blocking it off in

equal li iMttti of size (which is the way the I >s war

measured i preeent
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as* Freaaure
psla ft/see BTU/ft -hr

>oilrx£ Mam*tor
ails

Devlat 3

A 530 * IO6 117 2, -.06

B 500 10° 7 ,3

C JN 2.04. x 106 M A
D 500 1»?05 x IO6 92 3*0 *.iij.

1 500 20 -3 x IO6 92 u +»

F 10 20 .055 x io6 95 3*h **S*

a 1000 20 1.321 x IO6 95 3*0 --

H 1C 20 3U i 10
6

'V- 2.7 -.

I 10 20 UA x io6 M
J 00 1,253 x IO6 70 •«

K 30 1. .

- IO
6

3.0 *3J|.

L 1000 20 1,022 x IO6 kS fc*§

M 10 »799 x IO6 v; 3.2 *.3k

| 1000 20 1.035 x IO6 3^ 4,

1000 20 x IO
6

3. *14

P 1000 20 .610 x IO
6 20 3*0 4.

1 10 30 Ur 2.5 ••36

R 1000 30 2.2^ x IO
6

2.0 *»«

5 1000 30 1,90 x IO
6

97 3*0

f 1C 30 x 10 70 *k -.ti-6

U 1C. 30 1.5U5 x io
6

70 ,6 ••

V 1000 30 x io
6

20 2. —.25

•v 1000 30 s io5 2. — »2o

X 1000 30 .1^2 x 1 10
I

-.26

Y moo • 3- 7 .7 —.16

12 -
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C tt I fr

psla I R/ .. jc

1 1!;

AA JO 2.27 x X

SB 15 7 x 106

cc 1500 20 U669 « 10
J

V Deviation
mi la

.7

2* -.36

2.7
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f of Ita lift tin** at or nearly at ita

.

ml$T^ lr

:
..

ions.1 to I

aazLauis sizes attain. ; the las. Th- m ka at a

size I rully ;
2<" hi

ths result of ploture catchi er of bubble? 1

a growtu or dacay phase.

Thara are, for many canec, largo numbers of relatively b*

bubllet counted. A close look at a (I4.) m ita th© aausa*

at were 1 aa large bubbles ware most li&ely «orgors of

ae\ smair ubbles. The very fact that even in such a

ease at that re {I4J - eaae i; - the but ?unt shows a

peak I . vie - mlla tends to aapport this rw

«

aussaary, the d that fox turbul<

, >t>lae prefer {

•OB na-

. -jtr-jn iggeated.

3. Jr.; 1^ fox a Bubble .

** TSTaporatura diatrlb >,-- :ru

I the experiments under eonaideration, highly turbulent

watsr is flor : heated aurf&ee. Mueh work has been iono

in studying the velocity distribution for lsotheraal turbul<

flow and ia concisely summarised by IeMa«a, reference (K~3)»

90»erally 1 three re of flow ara usually described*

a la*!iin^r tig r next to the surface 2 "eh the tlstm is
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streamline, a buffer layer in which the motion of the water

oscillates between streamline and turbulent flow, and the bulk

of the fluid in which the flow is completely turbulent* Ex-

perimental work, particularly by Makuradse, has led to equations

for the velocity distribution, irom these, equations for the

eddy diffuaivity of momentum can be written. How if we consider

that the boundary is heated, we can say that host is conducted

through the laminar boundary layer by molecular conduction,

through the buffer layer by both molecular action and mechan-

ical mixing, an ;h the bulk by mechanical mixing* Equa-

tions similar to I Tor eddy diffuaivity of momentum can be

written for the eddy diffuaivity of he The success of BMP*

tinelli and others in utilizing this analogy leads to the pre-

diction that the temperature distribution through the water is

very nearly the same as the velocity distribution* For the pur-

pose of this paper we will consider two regions of flow and their

temperature distribution* H will assume that In the laminar

sublayer the temperature has a linear distribution varying from

the boundary temperature to the bulk temperature, and that the

bulk temperature is constant*

*>• Adlabfttlc formation of a bubble .

We will assume that the bubble will originate at a point

on a heated surface. Available to this point is the emer

from the water around it« The model w® propose is that a hemis-

phere of water on the heated surface with a temperature distri-

bution as given in section 2. a* change adiabatically from this

state to a state composed of part vapor and part liquid, all

now at saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure
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of the systeau There are several reasons Tor choosing this model.

First, bubbles are known to originate on surface- *
rne of the

reasons for Xa that the | . curvatures on

the surface lesson the energy requl its for bubble formation.

Thia is in accordance with. Gibbs requirement for therao dynamic

equilibrlu-a as regards pressures of a two phase system:

p", p
1

*= CCi + c)V~ Secondly, as pointed out in section 3*1,

there is aluost certainly a slow moving layer of ©ater next to

the boundary through which a t. uture gradient probably a.

ists. Thirdly, a hemisphere is a reasonable shape as there

appears no reason to suppose a preferent .iroction for the

flow of energy to tha selected point. In tha fourth place,

since the fomaatlon of a bubble is known to be a rapid process,

it can well be assumed to be an adiabatic one. And lastly, it

seeas correct to state that it its raaxlTua tli bubble will

have attained thermal equilibrium with its surroundir- i

k* -A-Ppiic^tion of Oiobs Stability Criterion to .todel.

In the proposed model, water existing in one state suddenly

ceases to exist in this I and appears in an entirely differ-

ent state. According to GIbba, reference (G-2): MFor the equi-

librium of any isolated s^stea it is necessary and sufficient

that in all possible variations of the state of the system which

do not alter its sn^rgj, the variation of its entropy shall

either vanish or be negative f
" Conversely, if our model is a

possible ona $ the entropy of tha water in its second state must

be greater than its entropy in the first state.
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Gibbs criterion certainly implies that the most probable

state of an isolated system is the one for which its entropy

is greatest, i'here seems no reason why this cannot be inter-

preted to say that any non-equilibrium state of a system can

spontaneously shift to a state of higher entropy* There seems

no reason to require that the ascend or new state be an equili-

brium state*

We have taken for our system the mass of a hemisphere of

water on the heated surface. Such a system, as it occurs in

the experimental setup, is on© of Ml Infinite number of such

systems. It is not an isolated system* However, if we assume

that during the transition from one state to another, the sys-

tem suffers no gain or loss of energy, then we can still apply

Glbbs criterion*

We ean write this assumption as an equation

l.) JE - d<? «- iw -

Since we have postulated an adlabatic change of state:

2.) dE 4-dU/ - o

or

3.) d^~-o

For the transition to take place,

or the entropy of the vapor plus the entropy of the liquid in

the second state must be greater than the entropy of the liquid

in the first state* For simplicity, we ha\ ;lected the en-

tropies of the interfaces*
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ox* model we can w**ite tn® tessera sure gradient:

5.) r - T~ " C^H
Since our system Is * warn* el water we can write

i

It) /^ 1- *^ - ^Am = M- ^ifif

Vfcm enthalpies o£ the two states being equal giwes equatioa

I « equations (6) and (B) for % givsss

9# ) / ^ - -d

He ean rewrite equation (1) as

10.) ^5 - CM- M<)s
s

-t mt
s
f

to

13#) ^>Sr *W - £ a, ^T/fe«^

Eearreagix^: end uoi»£ the series expans- Wf i»{x) we

ean write the integral as:



,(^T)_ a^

^W^(^l) - -%W ft I
- *** £* ^ , ^

3

a i

MT
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IT this integral is worked ?ut It is found that the first

tera oreclseta produces the trufc value *J UMI infce&ral

almost exact!:; for all values of h less then 3x which turns
i

out to include ell systen* having positive A>S . therefore we

will write th© lnt*gpel

This i« read-. aft** to:

.'tis result with a (-6) we can write;

Tha first term is alrooet exeetly on© ®n& we can write

t

Mi

Throughout Wile derivation we have assumed that tho density,

>-Pr « aad the heat capacity, Cj,
9 of the liquid in its III 1

state ware constants* Thia la reasonable if the wall teasers**

ture, 71) f ie not very ssueh greater than the saturation tessper&~

tur©f 7$ •

. we eons Idas* a situation In which the wall tea*

is foftsfecmfr f above sa- ;on temperature. 1-. | low that wliich

eauaes vigorous filing, t4&» t©*a £«, which cppe.'.ra in equation
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be & constant. For **m$ a 1 aaa.-a of

water* glv re of water, equati 0)

we will
. m v*u ^5f > wo can

say t v«a is in an >t

this I size, ::, wo get the curve ©f

ure (9)* .. issd*

3'* Intarpratatic -suit of iter! -

Bearing in aind the aiodel chosen, we can say that when-

ever there is a te&perature gradient the water* there

exists a iaoit unstable system* This is the peak point in figure

(9)* The aodel and equation (20) ttt be interpreted to glv*

the conditions necessary Tor s I a of state# They should be

interpreted as follows, i radisnt through the water is

UH , MM .r system has a sater j
; ity

of eh | state
]

^thor est does* is, one

particular s i (the one for whifl • Zxa ) will reach cri-

tical usability first* Critical uastability Is probably de~

tormineo .3 as surface , Ity of wat«T|

wettability of surface* srork to produce^ interfaces, both solid-

vapor and li T*9+*$ and

Squat lea (9) can be differentiated with respect to

It is found that I * 2x is the necessary condit ., for the

differentiated equation to equal aero* Thus the system that

first reaches critical unetability Is also the systea that vro-

duces tlie greatest .aaa* of vapor when it changes state. If we

substitute I • Z& la equation (9) and let
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21.) k
$

-- ^-T^r 3

we arrive readily at the result

Wam stNMiNl In seel .:» It appeals that we could

subst . .. l« 3 isllOf HI equation becomes

Th© Interprets t • placed en thie • ie as follows.

If we een sstlsfy the equation^ belling will occur* The quan-

tity x la dependent ae thickness of the laminar sublayer*

which la determined by fluid flew mechanics if there ie no boil*

lug. Thus some solutions of aquation (23) will just not be possible*

That is. If (T » 1 ) is a very taemil number, the x required by

the ex: a may be so great ar I see it outside the laminar

sublayer.

In the experiments being considered it has been found,

reference (H-l), that (? - Tr ) Is approximate! at a

pressure of 1000 pais, value ®zhftffr/cf>ff at this pressure

is 2*9 S riste units* kts, the value of x^ re-

quired Is r tftlt« This ssuut & reel*

izable value* It seems o.

The action of boiling is generally considered to Inereese

turbulence near the he&ted surface* This added turbulence

or mi> is fait to tu it *<nr -*reat .. creased he :ins-

f&V* ae the \ .• -y from the surface, liquid from the
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fIdent -waya . the

surface afc> I water is bain, ocular conduction,

we can t una s: -•*« laminar sub-layer. **

the neat supplied to ft I ee is iaftPftfti Aj Maft H *•

bles increases I
"• f3"*1 as t ant.

There is a liait, however. Ifeftft ft»*l*g beeoses suffic-

iently ri Wttli the sfar rfcte suddenly goes down and

the temper. face goes up until the surface aolts,

,ther wftj c • •*?

only a very, v- -in 1« * is necas:-
I .0 keep

the ' aft tempers! above the c&ti n

fceap~ lh& bub

so vi .-a as .
.as of ev®n t **•

value of I :/ is still the same, however,

end to produce it a @tes A - ft* will be re ,,uired,

wall temperature will rise e bu continue nd become

more vigorous. Once started this process almost instantly pro-

ceeds to bufcn out#

Perhaps the most profitable use that this equation (22)

can be put to is in connection with transients. If the tem-

perature of a surface rises very rapidly with time, the tem-

perature distribution in the water is obtained from the solu-

tion of the diffusion equation, consider Hat no nature! con-

vection can teka ftlftftft t» such a short tine and considering the

water as a s©:ai infinite —4tl»i If the temperature ris©s lin-
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early with time, the solution It of the formi

At teat t J .ion (£2) will give the

same value of x • »_ Is the value of z I 'at Ion (2!j.) Tor

* T a . At th !
. ^sd surface

^>

will begin t- - :i*

lutazaary .

Alth this paper hat gome numbers In It, only the quali-

tative Ideaa are of any importance. For a particular combina-

tion of surf see and liquid aomo eyltleal ml of (instability

la !red in the liquid before vapor can If as In the

ease of hi at flo^ i surface,

a tear -it exists t n ths liquid, one particular

mass of the liquid will be the most likely to attain this degree

of Instf- ?. Therefore, * ;

a of vsr .• ,3d will be

of one size. If the amount of una t ability required la known

,

or if the particular bubble size is known, a condition for boil-

ing can be written. This simply requires that I . . -se

that the saturation temperature reach irto the I I in-

versely >rtional to the cube root of the decrees of super-

heat of the surface* However, neither the distance, % .

the superheat are independent variables. The equation can

only be thought of as a Halting condition. If the laminar

sub-layer is thick, the degrees of saperheat required for boil-

ing is determined by the critical unstabllity and the degrees
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of «u will In eana tant until the layer is so re-

duced fi t I action U o «*?*&« tempera-

ture must fia* to y-rodue. lity. If a sur-

face is rising in ratur® I -j, then the equation can

be interpreted to MM that boil

3

II not occur until the

actual lent in the water is the MM required for the tem-

perature of the surface «t the TiOa»nt#
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Sfasteaelaturs
»» . ml.n 1111. .1 ..». , . i. i

E - internal ©ne

Q~ :'«*t quantity-BTlf

yV- • Sfttitj

^_ bethel

JYL_ Ifc** of saturated vapor-LBa

s«- 2ntr .'«r unit maen saturated vapor BTV/UEse*

(V]^_ Mass of saturated liquid-LBm

f|- entropy par unit mass saturated liquid Bi U/LBia~ H

f*]
- Total Me 8 a of system LBm

Cfa -Constant pressure specific heat BTUABn-°F

"]*"- Tei3porature«°H

T^,- Temperature of boundary (heated surface) °R

7J - Temperature of saturated liquid °Jt

^-perpendicular distance i -.eated surface at which

water teraperature is T
g

-?ails

>m .vrpendicular distance i: -.eatod surface -ails

'- Radius of hemisphere of liquid-ails

Sf *- Sg-Sf

t^_ enthalpy per unit aass of saturated It. :/LBn

hy- enthalpy per unit saass of saturated vapor BTTJ/LB*

h - Radius of bubble • rails

J S - density of saturated liquid LBm/**t^

^ - density of saturated vapor . LBm/tt

«"__ Pressure of vapor

- 27 -
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(p

1 — pressure of liquid

(?,,£.- radii of curvature

N - surface tension
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Case aure « *»**"*

p«la -

-

'

500 ~o6 117

B 500 20 2*02 x KT 117

32* 25 1,225

V?3.:

.25 J*. 907

170.5 7.351

• 9.902

23*25 2$1

6.25 U4-.'j57

US 17*152

1.75 19.630

.2 22,053

.75 2i^.699

22,25 1.223

fctf 2.1&7

185.25 k*&k

150 7.3^5

55.25 9.737

10.5 12*233

6.75 *fc«

3.5 17.127

2.75 22.021

.5 29.361
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Case - . ifcy - moling Humber Blametor
ptla ft/se* . r-k»

c

D 500 20 1.705 x 106 92

500 20 1.43 x 1C
6

9 o

SU.X!

.0 1.

743.2 2.

59: 1

121.0 7.36

20.2 9-80

: 12.

.7 34.70

16.7 1.23

.2 .46

209.0 4.91

¥• 7.36

11.5 .80

, 12*30

6.0 14.70

1 17.20

.7 19-

.2 2k-

12.5 1.23

1+27*0 2#4&

136, 4.91

30.2 7.36

10.2 S.90

2.5 12.30

3.5 14.70
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Case Prassur-* V cy 'A P Subcoollng Kuaiber Diaaater
paia ft/sac 't ~hr aila

1000 20 l$$ x 10^
\ 95

Q 1000 20 1,820 x 10
6

95

6
H 1000 20 1,516 x 10 95

0.7 17

.

1*2 19.60

, 21±.

U)^7 1*26

1277*"* 2,^0

97M ,00

232,3 7,

10,10

5,0 12. 60

.75 15.10

.75 x?«

,75 20.20

33^.8 1,26

466.2 2,

179.1 5.00

103.2 7.60

93,8 10,10

23.9 12.60

9.0 15.10

9I4..I u
>.!/>?. 2.50

13^.7 .00

3-1 7.5o
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Case Proa sure
i& *c • t .la

1000 20 1.2 10
6

K 1000 20 1.23 x 10
6

k$

•i

,78

*9 i«

2*

a $.

132. ?

.3 1C

3?

. i:

1000 20 1.256 x 106 70 10.. 1.

,50

5*

7-

Si. 10.10

?. It.

.0 li

.9 17.60

1+3*7 1.

use 2*kS

339.7 k<

7

10c. 9.
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psia ffc/sa* VP
. Diaatc

Mill

*7 -

Z$*Q iU>

15-75 ift

11.5 19.

9- 22.

%47
1., 26.

I
1000 I. ,7 1,

1000 20 .799 x 10
6

k$

I
.
1000 20 1.035 * 10

6
20

ODD. 7 Im

U%
3.5 9.79

m.S L,

530.7 2.I4.5

Afc«7 fc«

96. . 7.31*

• *73

l. 12.23

63 1.22

*o M3
.75 t

-.5

ft« 9.73
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Caa« fVBuun
psi& ft/a

13.25 5 .

3U 29-

1000 20 •310 x 106 20 16,7

117.7

37

-.0

11.0

2.

7.35

19,

t

10CK SO .610 x 10
6

20 220.£ 1,

372.75

220.75 4.39
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r.«o* Im.mii .

...alias *•* M*JJ**»

1000 30 £.1 95

1000 30 2.22 x 106 97

7.

75 77

12.

.75 %
,10

132- ^

751-0 2,51

X624..5 5.03

S4-T-5 7.55

,06

3.0 12.

1*7 15-

W3 1*

i
2.

0.2 5.0^

•7 ?•

7.7 10.

0,0 11

ii 15*

s 1000 30 1.9 10
6

97 55*75 1*

203.5 2.52
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Hase

T i:..-. ja 1.882 * 106 70

U 100C X»5li5 x io6 70

V 1000 30 .8lj.6 x 10

.<*«.

31
,

2* .12

70 1.

2.

21
1

31-7 ?<

.2

1.' 12.

.

70 H; 1.29

Wfcg 2. :

ii.\. 5.1?

25- ?.'

1.7 10.

20 119.2 1*22

639.0

23,2. H
79*7

XL -

3*0 12..
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Caad
IT

.

1000 30 10 18;

1000 30 .1*52 x 106 10

y 1000 .321 x 10*

M

20^ - 24..

69-

2L 9.

.25 1,

.

! 10

50

1!

1.

2.

260.0

75 7*

.

»W 14
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Caae Ireaaure Velocity /A Subgooling dumber 31&»et«r

paia ft/sec UTU/ft^-hr TF 3*11*

1500 20 .7 * 106 U& 1|.12 1*2?

£41.2 2.5k

371.0 5.07

72.7 7-

29.0 10.1i|

0*7 12.6-8

0. 15.21

AA 1500 20 2.27 x 10
6

U4.6 29*4-5 1-26

617.75 2.53

137.5 5.6^

2$ 7.58

6*25 10.11

#25 12.63

BB 1500 20 1.97 x 10
6

9k Mb? 1.26

755.7 2.51

222.5 5.02

30.0 7.53

5.2 10.(8*,

CC 1000 20 1.669 x 10
6

69 21.7 1.26

6%.2 2.51

21^9.2 5.02

58.5 7.51*
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Cast Fr#siur* Velocity i/A 9 Stibcooltng NWafeor Diameter
paia ft/sec BTB/ftr-hr

21.2 10.00

2.7 12.57

1.5 15.10
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